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Water is very important to stay alive. I like to have a lot of it at hand. Here are the main components of my water supply system: a 33 gallon fresh water tank (that's your water supply) 33 gallons of gray water tank (this is where the shower and sink drain) 12v DC pump (it pushes water from the freshwater
tank into the place that you want it) Water filters (taken out sediment and chemicals, which you don't want to drink) Water heater (heats the water when you want it hot) Shower SinkWater Tanks Water tanks are installed under the trailer so that the top of them is just under the floor. They are several rigid
plastic tanks stuffed inside well insulated wooden boxes, and covered with roof resin (roof resin is cheap and protects/isolates boxes). The boxes are mounted on the trailer frame with two 16 gauge steel straps each. For reference, a full water tank with a box weighs just under 300 pounds! Hence the
steel belts. Filling Da TankThe fresh water tank is filled with hose, bucket and funnel, spout, etc. You just pour water into the port outside the house and it goes through the tube into the tank. Pretty simple things. I decided to skip the pressurized, RV-style water connection because I don't plan on using an
RV water connection - another thing to tie you up. So far so good! Cleaning Da TankThere has a large valve attached to the bottom of the gray water tank (there is one on the fresh water tank as well, but I don't empty my fresh water very often). When it becomes full, you open the valve and the gray water
comes out. I only use biodegradable soap, so my contents are gray water: fresh water, plant-based biodegradable soap, dirt and food waste that come from utensils. No dumping chemicals for me! Where's the black water tank? I don't have a black water tank, thanks to the composting of the toilet. No
regrets. PumpI has a Shurflo 4048 12v DC pump. It's super simple and works great. Connect it to power and water lines 12v, and it automatically turns on when needed. It maintains water pressure between 55 and 65 psi. Water filtersAll fresh water passes through a precipitation filter of 1 micron, then a
combined lead-flour filter. I think it drops a good amount of water pressure, but it's good to have good clean water. Water HeaterIt's discussed in the propane section, so I won't repeat myself here. ShowerFollowing a lot of other RVer/Vanlifer suggestions, I got an aeration shower and added to the off
valve. These work together to give you a good shower experience while using a way of less water. The aerating shower head uses water at a slower rate (1.5gpm) than a standard shower head (2.5g), but sprays it in a way that gives you good pressure and good coating. No from me there. Turning off the
valve was a big $3 investment. This allows you to leave the temperature exactly where you want but have the ability to quickly turn the water on and off. Get in, get wet, water, soap, water, rinse, water, shampoo up, water, rinse, rinse, rinse the water. I usually use about 30 seconds of water per shower,
which equates to about 0.75 gallons. SinkNot a lot of special about sink/faucet. It's a double stainless steel sink (33 wide x 22 deep) with a fairly standard retractable kitchen faucet. I like that the faucet has two modes: the spray that I use mainly for utensils, and the normal one that I use to brush my teeth
and fill things. Bonus: Water Consumption StatsI chose 33 gallons of tanks as the amount of water I expected to use per week. Now that I have been living full time for a few months, I can confirm that I have been very close most weeks! I shower every day, often twice a day, wash a lot of dishes, and drink
plenty of water. I have to be very conscious to make it a week at only 33 gallons, but it works! For reference, the average American uses 100 gallons of water a day! That's 700 gallons a week!!! (I think a lot of this comes from flushing the toilet). It's probably a real test of character living in 97 square feet
through Yukon's long, dark winters in Pelley Crossing, a three-hour drive north of Whitehorse. It is also a real test of design and construction; temperatures drop to -50 degrees Celsius (-58 degrees Fahrenheit). A few years ago, Kim showed Laird Herbert's Leaf House, and I admired its aesthetics and
roof; Now, with Leaf version 3 it has taken the concept to a whole new level of technical sophistication. Leaf House is a simple interior, with Murphy's bed instead of what has almost become the standard, bed in the attic. This reduces the volume and bottom ceiling, and helps reduce weight. In fact, the
weight has become a bit of an obsession here, and the house weighs less than 5,000 pounds. It's really important if you're going to move it a lot. It's also hard to do if you're building for this kind of climate. Leaf House So keep the weight down, the cladding is just a galvanized mesh usually used for
reinforced concrete; It acts like a rain screen and is a lot lighter than regular siding, although to me it doesn't look like it's going to a lot of rain screening. It is set over a light shell foam and X-bracing metal that fastens the 2x3 framing. For insulation, Laird uses vacuum insulated panels that have an R
value R60 per inch; it puts the R68 in the floor and the roof and the R38 in the walls. Panasonic Explains How They Work: Panasonic Wrapped in laminated film to create a low vacuum inside and control thermal conduction, our vacuum insulation panels use patented lining molding technology combined
with improved insulation lining performance to boost overall insulation to the level of a full vacuum thermos, despite the low-vacuum environment. This large large prevents the loss of energy from heat transmission in the home-hall and other appliances. Thus, basically, the occupant of a tiny house lives
inside a bottle of thermos. Someone cooking, showering or just breathing in such a small and dense space will generate a lot of moisture, which can lead to icing and mold even with four-seater windows, so some form of fresh air will be needed. A heat recovery fan would be best, but they have ducts and
are quite large and this space is very small. Lunos No Laird finds Lunos E2 HRV, which is like one I've never seen. It does not have two sets of ducts; Instead it has a ceramic core that absorbs heat from the air as it is pumped through the fan. Then, after 70 seconds, the fan changes and brings fresh air,
restoring 90.6% of the outgoing heat. It is almost silent at 16.5dB and swallows electricity. This is a wonderful technical advance to get fresh air in small, densely sealed houses and apartments. Leaf House Being so well insulated, a tiny house doesn't need much heating; In fact, all of these two shining
electric panels total only 800 W. We're talking about a hairdryer here, turned to low. The whole house can run on less than 15 amps that you get in one chain through an extension cord. Leaf House Kitchen has a compact fridge and freezer, and an interesting countertop: Using a concrete micro-topper and
foam backer board, Leaf House has managed to create an ultra-lightweight concrete countertop for version.3 that gives the appearance of a slab of concrete but weighs below 35lb. The Leaf House bathroom comes with hot water from a 30 gallon tank with a cloudless tankane water heater, and has a
custom toilet bucket. They seem to be almost standard in tiny houses now. But composting toilets almost all have exhaust fans that will create all sorts of problems. It will be very interesting to see how it works during the winter. It was designed for perhaps that harsh climate that any tiny house has seen is
colder than Mars and not much more hospitable. Laird juggled weight, moisture, insulation, thick walls, stiffness and electrical consumption. He used FSC-certified scaffolding, reclaimed materials and a healthy finish. It looks cozy and comfortable too. He'll be a busy instructor at Yukon College Campus,
so at least he won't be in the middle of nowhere, but I suspect wintering at 97 square feet will still be a real problem. More at Leaf House. Leaf House Has Always Been Something Idyllic and Romantic About Tiny Homes; they were a small place of their own, theoretically accessible and mobile. I fell hard
for them and tried to do business out of them, but all the people who wanted to buy my MiniHome quickly that they had nowhere to put it. Although although and the rules in many places have changed to make them legal, this remains a problem; Most tiny houses are all dressed up with no place to go. A
view of Mick from the kitchen. Cabinscape is why I am so intrigued and impressed by Cabinscape, a Canadian company with a number of booths scattered throughout Ontario. They all have a place to go, beautiful properties with stunning views, custom designed, low impact and environmentally sound
tiny rental cabins for intimate desert shoots. Mika Appearance. Cabinscape Because they are on wheels, they can be towed and then placed on proper grounds with lovely decks. Because they are tiny, it becomes much easier to be offline; Not much electricity is needed to run a few LED lights and a fan in
the composting toilet. Because they are vacation rentals, there is no need for large refrigerators and appliances. All these attributes of tiny houses make it possible for Cabinscape to use properties that would be much more expensive to develop conventionally if they could be developed at all. Many
people who are interested in tiny houses don't mind a bit of a hike, are willing to squeeze into a small space, and are less likely to opt out of composting the toilet, even separette urine distracts one that takes a little getting used to, especially for men who have to sit down to pee. But in order to put a
regular toilet, you will need a complete septic and water system; Under Ontario rules, gray water from the sink can enter and approved a pit in the ground. View of the bar and kitchen from the outside. Cabinscape AND Projects! They are beautiful, very well thought out. I was immediately impressed by
Mick's cabin, which I first saw on Tiny House Talk, He packs a lot of just 20 feet. Of course, it helps to have such a glorious site; guests are likely to spend most of their time outdoors. They have some intriguing features; I'm usually not a fan of glass garage doors like windows, they often rattle and don't
print very well. But I love it here, it just opens it all up and does external extension work like a dining table. There is also a folding table inside. Bed! Not in the attic. Cabinscape While there is a loft for the head accessible by the stairs, a nice chunk of the main floor area uses a double bed. This is perhaps
the most difficult design solution in a tiny house, but the lofts are really problematic. In my MiniHome you would fry in the attic on a summer night; Even with a lot of windows, there wasn't enough air movement through the screens, and if you removed the screens you got eaten alive by mosquitoes. Stairs
are difficult to negotiate at night, and if you work this out for guests, it's good not to have them fall out of the attics. The designer must sacrifice places to or lunch, but again, if the weather is good, guests may well be outside. For a few nights, there enough space, and it's the right choice. Mika's view of the
living room. Cabinscape Hot water, heat, and cooking are made with propane; it just takes too much energy for the solar system to handle at a reasonable price. I don't like it from an environmental point of view, but the tiny house uses a bit of material and it makes it all possible and affordable. Power
grids still require care and control; Cabinscape tells its guests: As an off-grid, solar-powered cabin, energy saving is key. Please turn off the lights when not in use, especially when you are outside the cabin. Drawing too much energy can cause you to lose power, so please remember your consumption.
Mika deck and view. Cabinscape So I ask again how I do every time I write about these things: Is there any sense of a tiny house? Cabinscape shows as much as they can. The Tiny House concept is perfect for being pulled out of remote places off the grid. The Tiny House audience believes that small
spaces are a feature, not a mistake. The hardest truth of the entire tiny house traffic is that you can't separate the concept of a tiny house from the land where it's parked and wow, they've found the land. In the 20 years since I started working and watching tiny scenes at home, I don't think I've ever seen
anyone put it all together so well. See them all in Cabinscape. Tiny House Talk has made a wonderful tour: tour: tiny house design ideas. tiny modern house design. tiny house design in india. tiny bungalow house design. tiny house design competition. tiny wood house design. tiny loft house design. tiny
house design plans
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